The Baltic TRANSCOAST approach – investigating shallow coasts as terrestrial-marine interface of water and matter fluxes
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Abstract

In Baltic TRANSCOAST we study the physical, biogeochemical, and biological processes at the land-ocean interface. The coastal zone is heavily impacted by various human activities as well as by geomorphological and climatic processes – on both the land and the sea side. Land-sea interactions at low lying coastal areas that are often dominated by peatlands, and are a common feature along the Baltic Sea coast, are not well understood. The core hypothesis of Baltic TRANSCOAST is that the shallow sea and the terrestrial peatland have a mutual impact on each other with far-reaching consequences for water and energy fluxes, matter cycling and the biota. The interdisciplinary research focuses on the significance of flooding frequency and duration on biogeochemical processes by concentrating the investigations on three comparison sites. We are assessing how changing boundary conditions (such as climate and land use) affect the hydrology, biota and biogeochemical processes in coastal wetlands and the adjacent marine ecosystem.

1. Background

It is estimated that between half a billion and a billion people live in coastal areas (Bollmann et al. 2010, Neumann et al. 2015) with an upward trend and increasing pressure by buildings (ports, wind farms, coastal protection structures such as dikes and dams), agriculture and tourism. On shallow coasts, especially in sections with large lowland areas on the land side, the transitional zone between land and sea is particularly broad and takes on the character of an ecotone (Attrill & Rundle 2002). Climate-induced sea level rise as well as periodic (tidal range) or aperiodic (storm surges) variation of the water level can affect large areas on both sides of the coastline. The coastline itself is rarely studied as an interface for the exchange of energy, water and matter (as opposed to e.g. estuarine transport), although flow and transport processes across the ecocline and corresponding impacts on (micro)biological and hydro-biogeochemical processes on both sides of the coastline can be expected (e.g., Rullkötter 2009, Gätje & Reise 2012).

In the study area of the first phase of Baltic TRANSCOAST, the nature reserve "Heiligensee und Hütelmoor", both the Warnow river outflow and the direct exchange across the coastline affect the coast, whereby their proportions vary depending on the wind and current situation (Jurasisinski et al. 2018, Lange 2018, Lange & Burchard 2019). River plumes can contribute to efficient transport perpendicular to the coast (Hofmeister et al. 2013), and interaction with coastal upwelling and density gradients (Horn-Devine et al. 2017) may play a major role for mixing and transport processes (Lange 2018). Numerical simulations of flooding scenarios of coastal sections can help to assess the risk potential of flooding in times of accelerated sea-level rise (Pasquier et al. 2018).

Rising sea levels can be observed worldwide due to the global rise in temperatures (Church et al. 2013). Recent studies had to adjust the speed of the sea level rise (e.g., Nerem et al. 2018), because the sea level rises faster than previously thought. In the southern Baltic this process is reinforced by an isostatic descent of the coast (Johansson et al. 2014). Recent studies predict an increase in storm surge levels in the Baltic Sea based on various regional climate scenarios.
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(e.g., Gräwe & Burchard 2012, Weisse et al. 2014, Soomere & Pindsoo 2016). In a comparison of European coasts, one of the highest increases in storm surge levels is predicted for the Baltic Sea (Vousdoukas et al. 2016). Our own results within the framework of Baltic TRANSCOAST show that the probability of saltwater intrusions on flat coastal sections of the Baltic Sea is increasing (Jurasinski et al. 2018).

In the southern Baltic region, increased winter precipitation due to climate change is predicted (Maracchi et al. 2005, Spekat et al. 2007, BACC II Author Team 2015). Since the winter half-year (November - April) is the dominant period of runoff formation in this region, a corresponding increase in water levels on land is to be expected. The combination of coastal subsidence (Hünicke & Zorita 2016) with rising sea levels (Grinsted et al. 2015) and the predicted increase in winter precipitation in the future is expected to lead to a significant increase in land-sea interactions and an expansion of the area of the coastal system (Jurasinski et al. 2018, Nicholls et al. 2007).

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern accounts for about 2000 km of the 2600 km long German Baltic Sea coast (StALU-MM, 2015). From west to east the flat coastal sections increase and often coastal peatlands are located on the land side of the coast. The latter cover approximately 40,000 ha of the land area of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. They play an important role in buffering the exchange of water as well as of dissolved and particulate matter.

The nature reserve "Heiligensee und Hütelmoor" is a coastal paludification fen (Stüdemann 2008), while most of the coastal peatlands of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern were created by frequent, aperiodic flooding (Succow & Joosten 2001), which leads to the emergence of coastal flooding peatlands. Coastal peatlands are characterised by their low elevation and regular flooding. Land-side drainage measures, which lead to lower water levels in the peat body and thus to lower gradients towards the sea, promote the inflow of seawater into the peatland without coastal protection measures (Jurasinski et al. 2018). At some coastal sections, the natural exchange of water and matter is now reinvigorated by abandoning or dismantling dikes, as it happened in the study area some years ago. The resulting re-dynamization of the coast and the return of natural exchange processes is considered desirable both from a nature conservation and scientific point of view (White & Kaplan 2017, Baldwin et al. 2019). One reason, for example, is the hope that functioning coastal wetlands will grow with the sea levels rise (Karstens et al. 2016), which other studies refute, though (Jankowski et al. 2017). The rewetting and renaturalisation of wetlands and peatlands is also seen as important for restoring ecosystem services such as carbon storage, water and nutrient retention or provision of habitat (Vasander et al. 2003, Bonn et al. 2016, Anderson et al. 2019).

Our investigations at the Hütelmoor site show that small hydraulic gradients can lead to a long residence time of the groundwater before it reaches the sea (Jurasinski et al. 2018). The flow and transport processes within the peat affect the recharge of the aquifer (communicating with the Baltic Sea) and are linked to structural properties. In contrast to mineral substrates, knowledge on dominant flow paths in fen peat is scarce. Evidence shows that flow processes in organic substrates are determined by anisotropy (Gebhardt et al. 2012) and a dual pore system (Rosa & Larocque 2008). Macropores in peat as well as shrinkage cracks can represent preferred vertical and horizontal flow paths and thus influence transport processes (Rossi et
It is largely unknown to what extent physical peat properties influence biogeochemical processes (Rezanezhad et al. 2016), making it difficult to estimate water and material flows along the ecocline of coastal peatlands. Recent studies demonstrate the heterogeneity of peat bodies, especially in strongly degraded peat, with fundamental effects on water fluxes (Liu & Lennartz 2019) and transport of dissolved substances (Liu et al. 2016). The influence of salt on hydro-physical properties appears to be lower than expected (Gosch et al. 2018), but systematic studies with different duration and intensity of salt influence are lacking. The close interaction between water levels and matter cycling or gas emissions in peatlands is now well understood (e.g., Jurasinski et al. 2016) and it is clear that peatlands are the most important natural methane source globally (Anderson et al. 2010). However, there also seems to be a large small-scale variability within peatlands (Hendriks et al. 2010, Koch et al. 2014), which points to the influence of plants (Dias et al. 2010) and microorganisms (Liebner et al. 2015, Wen et al. 2018) or substrate properties (Lengerer & Kazda 2018).

The importance of small-scale interactions between water and trace gas release, e.g. in the rewetting of peatlands, has repeatedly been pointed out (Holden 2005, Glatzel et al. 2008). In addition to water levels, temperature plays an important role for the cycling of substances in peatlands, with warmer conditions presumably leading to increased microbial activity and a loss of C and other elements (e.g. N and P) as dissolved organic matter (DOM) and in gaseous state. Salt and brackish water inputs into coastal peatlands are typically associated with an increase in sulfate concentrations. Peatlands and marshes with a marine influence are therefore mostly thought to have low methane emissions (Bartlett et al. 1987, Giani et al. 1996, Witte & Giani 2014), since sulfate reduction inhibits methanogenesis because of the better energy yield of sulfate reducers compared to that of methanogens (Dean et al. 2018). However, high methane emissions can also occur under the influence of brackish water and, thus, under relatively high sulfate concentrations (Heyer & Berger 2000, Hahn et al. 2015). A small-scale, vertical separation of sulfate reduction and methanogenesis (Jurasinski et al. 2018) and a significantly higher abundance of methanogenic compared to methanotrophic microorganisms (Wen et al. 2018) could be possible explanations for sustained relatively high methane emissions. These findings are supported by measurements in shallow Baltic Sea water, where methane concentrations were increased by peat deposits (Jurasinski et al. 2018).

The transitional area between land and sea is characterised by the influx of water through subsurface seawater intrusions (Sanford 2010) and floodings. The flow of water and solutes towards the sea takes place as groundwater exfiltration (‘Submarine Groundwater Discharge’ (SGD), Schlüter et al. 2004, Burnett et al. 2003, Andersen et al. 2007, Szymczycha et al. 2012). The water can consist of actual groundwater or recirculated seawater. The latter is the main component of SGD in many situations (e.g., Church 1996, Burnett et al. 2003, Böttcher et al. 2019). SGD can, independently of river estuaries and other point sources, introduce dissolved organic matter (DOM) and nutrients into the sea (e.g. Andersen et al. 2007, Knee & Paytan 2011, Donis et al. 2017) and thus also influence colonization by living organisms in coastal waters (Liu et al. 2017). SGD was detected on German coasts both in the tide-influenced North Sea (e.g., Moore et al. 2011, Jeandel 2016, Reckhardt et al. 2017) and in the largely tide-less Baltic Sea (Piekarek-Jankowska 1996, Massel 2001, Peltonen 2002, Kotwicki et al. 2012).
The detection of SGD in systems with only weak hydraulic gradients is a challenge; however, in a part of the investigated coastal section it has been possible to qualitatively detect the occurrence of SGD using various methods (Jurasiński et al. 2018). On the southern Baltic Sea coast, the exchange of sediment-water boundary layers may be influenced by peat layers extending into the shallow coast (Kreuzburg et al. 2018).

Marine coastal sediments are often characterised by relatively coarse grain sizes (sand and gravel) and less well sorted than sediments in greater water depths (Forster et al. 2003). Since resuspension and coastal parallel transport are frequent, sediments are quite permeable and the upper layers are physically unstable, highly mobile habitats. The benthic-pelagic coupling is very strong in shallow waters and increases with decreasing water depth. Karow (2017, 2018) was able to quantify the temporal and spatial propagation behaviour of the groundwater by turbulent transport. This improved our understanding of the ground-level mixing processes and forms the basis for future flow-physical modeling. The hydraulic conductivity of the sediment has a direct influence on the flow near the ground surface and thus influences the material dispersion, especially in shallow water. The surface structure of the sediment, such as the formation of ripples, affects the velocity and concentration profile as well as the production of turbulence (Smyth et al. 2002). The hydraulic properties of marine sediments can change rapidly and strongly due to wave effects and bioturbation. However, the connections between SGD, pore water transport and ground-level circulation at the sediment-water interface are not yet well understood. Wave movements and hydrodynamic processes at this interface definitely lead to inflow and outflow of pore water (Massel 2001, Feddersen 2012).

Oxygen and organic material are transferred to deeper sediment layers and, thus, gradients in the redox potential are altered, which in turn influences biogeochemical processes such as denitrification and/or iron, manganese or sulfate reduction (Huettel et al. 1998, Huettel et al. 2003, de Beer et al. 2005, Gao et al. 2012). A better understanding of the role of physical and biogenic oxygen transport in coastal sediments is urgently needed.

The availability of oxygen plays an important role for the zoobenthos (Schade et al. 2019), which in turn play an important role as bioturbators of the loose sediments in the Baltic Sea. Bioturbation of the sediment is associated with high energy consumption for mussels (Haider et al. 2018, Winter et al. 2012), which is why additional stress moments, such as strongly changing salinity, temperature and oxygen concentration, all of which can occur increasingly in coastal areas, can impair bioturbation and/or the bioirrigation potential of the benthic fauna. The high energy demand due to multiple stressors can move populations of bioturbators into bioenergetically strained states and, thus, have a negative effect on the maintenance of central ecological functions or even on the survival rate (Sokolova 2013). With regard to the combined effects of multiple stressors on the homeostasis of marine bioturbators, there is a considerable need for research.

Primary production is typically high in shallow marine waters such as the Baltic Sea and takes place mainly in the pelagic zone (Schiewer & Schubert 2004). However, the analysis of benthic primary production in shallow water systems has mostly been neglected, although microphytobenthos and benthic macrophytes realise most of the primary production in shallow wa-
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2. The Baltic Transcoast Approach

2.1 Premise

Baltic TRANSCOAST is a Research Training Group jointly hosted by the University of Rostock and the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research, and financed by the German Science Foundation. The hitherto restricted knowledge on land-sea interactions is due to the fact that the complex processes and inter-relationships are only addressable in an interdisciplinary research approach with closely cooperating marine and terrestrial scientists from various institutions. We therefore combine researchers from the fields of i.a. soil physics, landscape ecology, ecology, fluid mechanics, marine biology and biogeochemistry and oceanography. Baltic TRANSCOAST is carried out by 14 principal investigators, complemented by many distinguished national and international cooperation partners and guests. The first cohort of 13 PhD students started in 2016, the second cohort has just begun their research in 2019. Additionally, up to 12 associated PhD are working on their theses in close collaboration with Baltic TRANSCOAST. All PhD students are supervised jointly by researchers from the marine and terrestrial side, and they participate in summer schools and courses tailored to their needs.
The trained doctoral students thus have an extraordinarily comprehensive understanding of marine and terrestrial processes.

2.2 General idea

The coastline appears to act as a boundary between terrestrial and marine systems, but in fact there are close interactions between these two environmental compartments. These interactions manifest themselves, among other things, through freshwater discharge into the Baltic Sea and saltwater intrusion into the peatland. Solute transport into the Baltic Sea or into the peatland modifies biogeochemical processes to a hitherto unknown extent. The overall objective of all Baltic TRANSCOAST work is therefore to deepen the basic understanding of the influence of land-borne processes on the marine coastal zone and sea-borne processes on the terrestrial coastal zone. This central research idea is of fundamental relevance for the system understanding of shallow coasts, which in turn is urgently needed for future management strategies to protect against the consequences of land use and climate change.

Baltic TRANSCOAST implements a systematic and interdisciplinary research approach, in which the coast and the physical and biogeochemical processes are considered as a continuum (Fig. 1). The topic requires that the participating scientists cross borders in the truest sense of the word, and cross their individual disciplinary borders. Only with a process understanding for the respective other environmental compartment will it be possible to meet the challenge of the complexity. For this reason, the research topics are always approached by researchers from the marine and terrestrial sides together.

The central research idea will be expanded or deepened for the second phase of the Research Training Group on the basis of the findings gained during the first phase. On the basis of geochemical data (stable isotopes, age dating of groundwater) as well as through geohydraulic modelling our previous work shows that water and material fluxes occur across the coastline at the Hütelmoor research site. Flooding of the site during a storm surge in January 2019 (after 20 years of freshening) confirm the main hypothesis of Baltic TRANSCOAST regarding the mutual climate-induced exchange between sea and land and open up exciting possibilities to investigate the dynamics of the entire system.

In Baltic TRANSCOAST, water dynamics in the coastal peatland are the central control variable for biogeochemical processes and material flows. Sea-level dynamics, estuarine circulation (Warnow river) and groundwater dynamics in the coastal peatland area have been determined and modelled to form the basis for our future research, in which we will link land- and sea-side water dynamics. The aim is the long-term simulation of the hydrodynamic-geochemical interactions between peatland and sea, e.g. based on the duration and frequency of flooding events.
The land-side consequences of flooding events on biogeochemical processes, though, cannot be structured into a binary scheme - with or without flooding events. Rather, the duration and frequency, i.e. the intensity of flooding events, and the salinity are the gradients along which processes are aligned (Fig. 2). The monitoring of process variables at sites that are either unaffected by brackish water (Drammendorf until early 2020), occasionally flooded (decadal, Hütelmoor) or frequently flooded (Karrendorf) is a prerequisite for estimating the climate and management impact on shallow coasts (Fig. 2). In this respect, investigations at comparative sites represent an important basis for the expansion of our understanding of the prevailing processes.

The central idea comprises the research questions of how microbial processes and the resulting geochemical fluxes in coastal peatlands change due to the influence of brackish water and how freshwater inflow impacts the coastal biota. This will be supported by joint central experiments (mesocosms) with controlled boundary conditions.

2.3 Research fields

In Baltic TRANSCOAST all research is carried out in research topics that are each anchored in one of three main research fields: i) hydrophysical, ii) biogeochemical, iii) biological research field. From this anchorage the research is developed inter-disciplinarily with strong links between the single research topics within and across research fields.
**Hydrophysics (H)**

In the research field hydrophysics (H), the water balance and flow dynamics along and across the coastline are addressed. The water balance in coastal peatlands is determined by both, sea level dynamics and water balance of the catchment area and the resulting groundwater regime. While research in the first phase focused on the fundamental dynamics of the coastal peatland and the coastal sea (Jurasinski et al. 2018), the focus will now be on long-term changes and the interactions between peatland and sea and their variability. On the one hand, extreme events and their effects (e.g. flooding) are considered, and on the other hand, consequences of slowly changing external drivers, such as sea-level rise and global warming, are investigated.

In the course of sea-level rise and the abandonment of coastal protection in the area of peatlands, a significantly increased frequency of flooding events is expected. These extreme events represent an ideal opportunity to measure and model the water balance and material cycles of the peatland-sea system. Important questions here are how water and salt in particular propagate through the coastal peatland as a result of flooding and whether and on which routes they are transported back into the sea. Will groundwater discharge increase sharply after flooding events, or will a large part flow back directly into the sea via the ditch system and estuary? How long does the salt remain in the coastal peatland? Which roles do precipitation and evaporation play for the residence times? What role does the highly variable salt content, which can typically fluctuate by 100 %, play in the coastal foreland? Are inflows of saltwater over the coastal dune or over the estuary and the ditch system of greater importance in flooding events? In addition to the previous study area "Heiligensee and Hütelmoor", scenarios for the coastal sections of the two other study areas (Polder Drammendorf and Karrendorfer Wiesen) are also calculated and made available to the other topics within the framework of the nested model system for the coastal ocean.

The important role of flooding events is that salinization of the peat body results in a cascade of biogeochemical processes and transformations, which are investigated in Baltic
TRANS COAST's research priority G. In addition to the analysis of individual events, it is therefore important to record the statistics of flood events.

In the first phase of Baltic TRANS COAST hydrodynamic models for the coastal ocean and hydraulic models for the coastal peatland were developed. The coupling of both models and the integration of biogeochemical process chains will be a major challenge for the 2nd phase. Important results of the individual topics will be the definition and process parametrisation in the area of the interfaces between coastal peatland and coastal sea, i.e. above all in the area of the sediment-water interface. Sea state plays a decisive role here, as it can reach dynamically down to the bottom in shallow water (H3). The variable composition of the seabed (orography, sediment composition, vegetation) is of particular importance with regard to groundwater discharge and substance transport locally in the boundary layer and regionally in the coastal waters (H4). The more frequent flooding of coastal peatlands with salt water leads on the one hand to altered biogeochemical conversion processes and an increased discharge of e.g. ammonium via surface runoff or submarine groundwater discharge into the Baltic Sea (H1), and on the other hand to altered physical peat properties (H2).

**Hypotheses in research field H:**

- Accelerated sea-level rise and increasing storm frequencies will lead to significantly more frequent flooding events. This may lead to an accelerated change in coastal peatlands and to an increased discharge of dissolved substances.
- Flooding events have a significant influence on the hydraulic properties of the peat body and these affect the biogeochemical processes.
- The state of the sea in the near-shore area is the dominant driver for the dispersion of submarine groundwater discharge into the coastal sea on tidal-free open flat coasts.
- Sediment surface structures, e.g. ripples, sea grass or mussel beds, influence the length scales and time constants of turbulent transport in the soil boundary layer.
- The combination of swell, turbulent mixing and mean current determines the transport of substances locally in the soil boundary layer and the dispersion of substances in the coastal waters.

**Biogeochemistry (G)**

Peatlands are typically water-saturated and show low redox potentials, which has strong implications for carbon and nutrient turnover and also affects adjacent soils and/or sediments. In coastal areas, the special biogeochemistry of peatlands is additionally determined by salinity. Seawater inflow during storm floods or through underground intrusions and the subsequently increased salt content can affect for example, carbon release or carbon fixation rates. Alternative metabolic processes can be triggered by the influx of sulfate (Juransinski et al. 2018, Koebusch et al. 2019). The availability and cycling of dissolved sulfate is of great importance for the cycling of carbon and nutrients such as nitrogen and iron. In contrast, when the hydraulic gradient is going from the land to the sea, submarine ground water discharge (SGD)
can possibly lead to a significantly higher carbon or nutrient release, which may then lead to significant changes in the biogeochemical conversion processes in coastal waters (see e.g., Böttcher et al. 2019), with possible effects on greenhouse gas production and emission.

In Baltic TRANSCOAST we investigate the carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and sulfate transport pathways across the coastline to better understand the complex interactions of salinity, substrate availability, water and matter exchange and the corresponding geochemical signals in the peat and the Baltic Sea sediments. Pore waters and sediment as well as peat substrates are sampled in depth profiles along transects parallel and normal to the land-sea ecocline and analyzed with respect to the concentrations and composition of the stable isotopes of various dissolved, particulate and gaseous components to characterise the prevailing biogeochemical processes. Investigations on the composition of microbiological communities and vegetation and measurements of gas exchange between sediment and water body (sea side) or peat/vegetation and atmosphere (land side) as well as of production rates will allow a better understanding of the contributions of the biota. The analysis of the composition of the coastal waters as well as in the coastal peatlands allows to determine the exchange of water and substances between sediments/peat bodies and the water column (benthic-pelagic coupling).

Overall, we want to generalise the gained knowledge and deepen our process understanding in the 2nd phase of Baltic TRANSCOAST to better understand the mutual influence of the most important biogeochemical material cycles (C, N, P, S, Fe). This work should allow for causal interpretation of the observed dynamics of land- and sea-side greenhouse gas production and emissions as well as of nutrient transport to the adjacent shallow water areas.

**Hypotheses in research field G:**

- Salt water flooding leads to increased release and thus to discharge of ammonium via the ditch system.
- The aperiodic flooding of peat bodies with brackish water modifies the degradation processes of peat and the release of organic matter.
- These changes lead to modifications in the reactive transport pathways of various forms of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and metals to adjacent coastal waters.
- The exchange of substances between coastal waters and coastal peatlands (and vice versa) results in changes in the microbiologically determined turnover processes.
- Changes in microbiology determine the production of trace gases as electron acceptors and donors are shifted between compartments (e.g. influx of sulfate into the peatland, influence on bioavailability of iron by DOM input into coastal waters).
- The influence of brackish water changes the vegetation in the coastal peatland, which in turn has an impact on production and emission of trace gases.

**Biology (B)**

The research field biology in Baltic TRANSCOAST focusses on the assessment of the influence of multiple stressors on the metabolic performance of organism communities. This work
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is an important addition to the analysis of biogeochemical exchange processes at the land-water interface because organisms and biogeochemistry are interrelated. Of special interest is the understanding of the reaction dynamics of key organisms to the increased variability of the salinity, temperature and nutrient regime caused by the exchange between the sea-side shallow water area and the land side flooding area. Based on the results of the first phase, the land side flooding area is now also included in the investigations. The inclusion of non-marine sediments/soils, which are exposed to permanent and varying salt influence due to flooding, complements the investigations with an important and so far not considered component, so that the prognostic capacity is extended. The investigations of the B topics are closely linked to the work on coastal geology, chemistry and hydrology of the H topics, which capture the necessary framework conditions and provide fundamental contributions to the G topics, which analyse the biogeochemical processes.

The topics B1 (macrophytes) and B2 (microphytes) cover the photoautotrophic range; B3 and B4 deal with the microbial component and B4 and B5 deal with the benthic fauna. Common to all areas is the concentration on the recording of the influence of the variability of salt, temperature, oxygen and nutrient conditions, which, depending on the hydrological conditions, lead to aperiodically occurring phases of multiple stress. B1 and B2 will mainly investigate photosynthesis performance and the resulting changes in dominance of primary producer communities on land and water. The investigation of the microbial influence on the phosphorus cycle, which is a key factor for material flows in the investigated area, is the focus of B3’s work. B4 and B5 are dedicated to the exchange processes at the sediment-water boundary layer realised by the bioturbating fauna. B4 will focus on the effects of multiple stress on the oxygen demand of sediments and oxygen input to sediments, while B5 will follow an organismic approach. By establishing an energetic balance of stress-induced need for acclimation and thus limited potential for energy absorption, a causal analysis is to be carried out that flows into a predictive model and can integrate the results of B1 to B4. In order to characterise the abiotic framework conditions, especially the frequency and amplitude of salt, nutrient and temperature fluctuations, the B topics are dependent on the investigations of the G topics and, in return, will feed their punctual, high-resolution data sets into these topics. For their part, the results of the B topics will be incorporated into the interpretation and causal analysis of the material flow investigations carried out in the H topics.

Hypotheses in research field B:

- Multiple stress not only causes changes in the composition of shallow water organism communities, but also influences the functionality and cycling performance of material flows.
- The remineralisation performance in the land-sea boundary area is subject to a strong dependence on intensity and frequency of disturbance events with corresponding consequences for the carbon and oxygen balance of sediments and open water areas.
- The contribution of sediment fauna to storage and cycling processes is a key element in the functioning of shallow water ecosystems and is particularly sensitive to multiple stress situations due to energetic feedback effects.
• Microbial storage of limiting nutrients (especially phosphorus compounds) is an essential actuator for the performance of ecosystems in the land-sea transition zone, so that changed conditions for this, e.g. after flooding of terrestrial habitats, have a significant influence on the overall nutrient cycling of coastal ecosystems.

3. Study sites

The predicted sea-level rise is expected to intensify the exchange processes on flat coasts and in particular on the German Baltic Sea coast (see 3.1). Variation in flooding duration and frequency across different segments of the coast will likely result. The study area nature reserve „Heiligensee and Hütelmoor“ represents a specific state of flooding intensity (rare flooding, so far about every 25 years). In order to quantify the significance of the flooding intensity, we are extending the investigations to two further locations. The study sites Polder Dammendorf in southwestern Rügen and the Karrendorfer Wiesen east of Greifswald at the Greifswalder Bodden are, in their genesis, coastal flooding peatlands and complement the study site "Heiligensee und Hütelmoor“ ideally (Fig. 2). All three study sites are briefly presented below.

The nature reserve "Heiligensee und Hütelmoor" is located on the southern Baltic Sea coast northeast of Rostock (Fig. 3). It covers an area of 540 ha with 315 ha of peatland. A depression formed by a glacial meltwater channel formed the basis for the development of the peatland (Kolp 1957). Today, peat deposits up to 3 m thick can be found, thinning out in the direction of the forest, with 3-10 m thick sand and glacial till layers underneath. Lake sediments can be found under Lake Heiligensee. The area was drained and used agriculturally in the 1970s, which caused a severe degradation of the upper peat layers and the introduction of nutrients. The rewetting took place in 2010 (for details see Jurasinski et al. 2018). The beach connecting the peatland with the Baltic Sea is about 3 km long, the study area in the Baltic Sea extends from 0 to 10 m water depth. The marine sediments consist of fine sand, medium sand, gravel and glacial till, whereby the finer sediments are found rather in the south and southwest, the coarser sediments as well as peat outcrops in the northeast. Due to the exposed location, wind and waves have a strong effect on resuspension and sediment rearrangement. The Warnow river plume also impacts this coastal section in typical westerly wind conditions.

The Karrendorfer Wiesen are a 350 ha large part of the nature reserve "Insel Koos, Kooser See und Wampener Riff", an important coastal bird sanctuary at the Greifswalder Bodden. They are situated on a compact peninsula, which is enclosed in the north by the Gristower Wiek and in the south by the Kooser Lake. In the terrain gently sloping to the east towards the Bodden, a small-scale mosaic of swamp and flooding peatlands has formed in a zone several hundred metres wide due to windward and leeward effects on minerogenic cores (Holz et al. 1996). Surface elevations stretch from -20cm to +100cm relative to mean water level. In the low-lying areas, fen gley soils with 13 to 28 cm of peat, as well as flat, eutrophic fens and mesotrophic transition mires with 38 to 60 cm of peat thickness have formed.

Dikes were built around the Karrendorfer Wiesen (Karrendorf meadows) in the 1850s and the area was drained. In the 1960s drainage was intensified. In 1993 large parts of the area were exposed to the natural flood dynamics again by dike deconstruction (Seiberling 2008). Thus,
for more than 25 years now, the low-lying areas in the Karrendorfer Wiesen are frequently flooded for brief periods of time (one to several days). It can be assumed that processes are in equilibrium with the changing brackish water conditions. The work in Karrendorf is closely linked to the WETSCAPES project (Landesexzellenzinitiative MV; https://www.wetscapes.uni-rostock.de). The adjacent coastal lagoon, the Greifswalder Bodden between Rügen and Usedom, has an average water depth of 5-6 m and a salt content of about 6-8 g kg\(^{-1}\). Some channels extend from the Bodden into the meadows. The sediments are muddy on the surface, often with fine and medium sand underneath.

**Fig. 3** Location of the three study sites on the North-East German Baltic Sea coast (top) and detailed maps of the study areas (bottom).

The polder Drammendorf is located in the southwest of the island of Rügen and has been cut off from the brackish water of the Kubitzer Bodden by a dike for more than 100 years, so that the peat was strongly degraded by drainage of varying intensity. According to a current digital terrain model, the terrain heights are between -0.6 and 3.0 m above the mean high tide. The
peat thicknesses vary and are between 0.3 and 0.5 m in the northern part and between 0.5 and 1.0 m in the southwestern part. The peat is underlain by clayey lake sediments here. The peat is degraded down to a depth of 0.5 to 0.7 m due to drainage and partly shows a higher mineral content on the surface. Since the topography rises to heights of 34 m in the south, the hydraulic gradients are probably much more pronounced than in the other two study sites, which, overall, are very low. The removal of the dyke at Polder Dammendorf is planned for the winter of 2019/2020 (planning approval has already been received). From winter 2019/2020 on a similar flooding regime as in the Karrendorfer Wiesen is expected. Therefore, our work will extend to the newly flooded area and less to the offshore Kubitzer Bodden. Here, a permanent boardwalk will be installed along a transect spreading across a relatively steep gradient in elevation. The Kubitzer Bodden belongs to the national park Vorpommersche Boddenlandschaft and is mostly sandy to muddy and very flat. The dike removal offers the rare opportunity to follow the change from a freshwater site to an area influenced by brackish water.

Since a double flooding event in January 2019, the nature reserve "Heiligensee and Hütelmoor", also after a long phase of freshening, has come under increased brackish water influence, so that in Baltic TRANSCOAST different conditions along the two gradients "flooding frequency" and "flooding duration" (Fig. 2) can be investigated. Due to the different terrain situations in the areas, different developmental stages of rewetting peatlands can be observed.

4. Shared, coordinated experiments

Based on an already existing mesocosm facility (Berthold 2018), joint experiments of several research topics will be established (Fig. 4). As an integrating central experiment, different mesocosm experiments will be carried out at the Biological Station Zingst to answer the questions how a flooding of terrestrial areas with salty/brackish water affects the microbiological conversion rates, the resulting biogeochemical fluxes, gas emissions as well as the benthic inventory of substances. These central experiments are supplemented by separate and joint laboratory experiments. The joint experiments may further develop one or several of the following research foci:

**Biogeochemical focus** Integrating studies on the topics in research field G, e.g. on isotopomers or isotopes in dissolved and solid phases as well as on gases in order to reconstruct their transformation pathways, could be one avenue of research. Such data using the example of nitrogen oxides can be used to demonstrate the path of formation via either nitrification or denitrification. The corresponding analyses are often challenging, especially in marine environments, because the concentrations may be in the low nanomolar range. In addition, the often difficult interpretation requires experience and knowledge of such data from microbial rate measurements. The work could thus complement ongoing doctoral projects in the G field in terms of content and contribute to a considerable additional gain in knowledge. For example, one PhD topic is dedicated to the occurrence and concentrations of methane and nitrogen oxides in the transition area between land and sea. The dependence of the concentrations on substrate occurrences and environmental variables is to be investigated more intensively.
through close cooperation with the other G topics. The nitrogen related processes are closely linked to the important transformations of the carbon, sulfur, and iron cycles, so that the role of biogeochemical interactions must be considered to understand the release of climate-relevant gases such as CO₂ and CH₄. The connection of land- and sea-side processes for trace gas formation and the role of land-side substance inputs has not been sufficiently investigated experimentally so far.

**Focus on microbial ecology** An alternative field of research comprises microbial rate measurements, which are to be recorded by means of field or laboratory measurements. The close links between the nitrogen, carbon, sulphur and phosphorus cycles have so far been insufficiently considered. In order to understand the interactions and the regulation of rates, multifactorial experimental approaches in the laboratory based on mesocosm experiments would be optimal. In their complexity, these exceed the requirements for doctoral students, but would be planned and implemented in close cooperation with doctoral students and PIs. Our previous knowledge indicates that the availability of sulphur compounds from previous floods in the nature reserve „Heiligensee und Hütelmoor” has a regulating effect on microbial turnover. The extent to which this also affects nitrogen cycling (auto- or heterotrophic denitrification) is unknown. This would raise questions about the composition and activity of microbial communities, which could also be addressed using new microbiological methods (metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, etc.) and integrate several research topics of the research fields B and G.
Focus on ecophysiology of aquatic pro- or eukaryotes As a third field of research, the structure of pro- or eukaryotic biocoenoses in/on the former terrestrial areas and their function in the oxygen fluxes and biogeochemical nitrogen, carbon, sulphur and phosphorus cycles could for the first time be studied in depth according to various flood scenarios. Mesocosm experiments are essential for such scientific approaches. The possible biocoenoses are macrophytobenthos, microphytobenthos or macrozoobenthos. Of particular interest are questions concerning the establishment and dynamics of new organism communities along marine terrestrial gradients after flooding events, in combination with their biogeochemical functions under these specific coastal conditions. Furthermore, ecophysiological/biochemical investigations on newly established key organisms, e.g. on the stressor salt, are also of great relevance, as there are no corresponding experimental findings in the context of flooding. For such a field of research most of the modern methods are already available. Again several research topics of the research fields B and G would be integrated.

5. Research topics

The research topics in Baltic TRANSISCOAST are shortly introduced in the following. For coverage along the land-sea-gradient see figure 1.

H1: Water and nutrient fluxes between coastal peatlands and the Baltic Sea

In H1 water and solute fluxes across the coastline are assessed to reveal the underlying processes. The tasks include field monitoring at coastal peatlands and modeling of water fluxes, solute transport and biogeochemical reactions. Field work and modeling will be done in close cooperation with other PhD students.

H2: Flow and solute transport anomalies in coastal fen peats

In H2 the flow and transport properties of (degraded) peat soils are characterised and linked to physical non-equilibrium phenomena and geochemical transformation processes. The work program includes laboratory and field tests. The numerical depiction of the observations made at a small (0.1-1 m) and a larger spatial scale (10 m) will help us interpreting and understanding relevant processes.

H3: Downscaling (process oriented localization) of larger scale simulations of sea water currents to assess interactions between sea and groundwater bodies

In H3 the exchange of water, solutes and particulate matter mediated by submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) shall be quantified to assess its impact on the coastal ocean. It will be the challenge to combine physical forcing with biogeochemical transformations, dynamics of suspended particulate matter and the exchange processes between sea floor and water column. Interactions with morphological changes of the seafloor and the beach need to be considered as well.

H4: Waves and turbulence on wavy coastal seabeds inducing vertical scalar transport

The mixing processes on and above the structured permeable seabed are investigated in a defined laboratory experiment to foster our understanding of turbulence and mixing in shallow
coastal waters. The resulting parameters regarding the fluid flow, scalar transport and mixing are provided as boundary conditions for the modeling of the large scale transport process.

**G1: Impact of water and element exchange on biogeochemical processes at the Sea-Land interface of the southern Baltic Sea**

The influence of water (SGD) and substances from the peatland to the Baltic Sea and vice versa, for element transformations in and fluxes from sediments and soils is in the target of this topic. By means of multi-isotope, trace element and nutrient analysis in the water column, in pore waters and in the sediments and the peatland on a transect between land and sea we will identify water and element sources, sinks and transformations and their regulating factors. By comparing different situations along the coast we better our understanding of the development of the biogeochemistry of coastal ecosystems under rising sea-levels.

**G2: Trace gas liberation from coastal peatlands overlain by brackish waters**

Central goal of this topic is the quantification of trace gas liberation $\text{CH}_4$ and $\text{CO}_2$ from the shallow coastal-near seafloor. Special emphasis will be given to the controlling parameters, including hydrodynamic forcing, oxygen availability at the seafloor-water interface, and seawater biogeochemical properties. The main focus will be on trace gas emissions from former peatlands overlain by brackish waters for time spans from very recent to several 1000 years.

**G3: Plants and microorganisms as drivers of CH4 production and exchange in coastal fens**

Within this topic the influence of variation in salinity and sulfate concentrations in space and time on the composition and activity of the micro-organismic community as well as on substrate supply, methane production and emission through the vegetation is assessed. We expect the microbial community composition to vary with site geochemistry, and being reflected in the methane emission patterns.

**G4: Influence of salinity dynamics on the release, chemical structure and biological transformations of dissolved organic matter in a coastal peatland**

We want to develop a general understanding, how the salinity dynamics in a coastal peatland affect the DOM-release, -composition and -dynamics. Based on this, joint research with the other topics shall give us a deeper insight into the effects of the salinity-affected DOM dynamics on subsequent biogeochemical and ecological processes at the land/sea interface.

**G5: Connecting the N-cycles of a coastal peatland and the Baltic Sea**

In this topic the processes converting nitrogen compounds in the water column, sediments, and peatland are disentangled to gain a better understanding of the nitrogen cycling on both sides of the coastline. Likewise important is the study of transport processes across the land-sea interface in collaboration with other topics to evaluate the role of submarine ground water discharge and recycled pore waters on the sea side. The nitrogen cycle in the different environmental settings should be clearly understood and quantified to evaluate the eutrophication potential across the coastline.
**B1: Composition and productivity of macropythes at the land-sea interface**

Species composition, seasonality and productivity of fen vegetation exposed erratically to brackish water intrusion will be compared with neighbouring fens fed by freshwater only. The main focus is to unravel the impact of temporal salt water intrusion on vegetation communities and matter cycles.

**B2: Microphytobenthic primary production in biofilms along terrestrial-marine gradients**

The influence of peatland-derived organic compounds on Baltic Sea benthic diatoms will be investigated quantitatively, connecting to measurements of DOM exudation/mineralization along a coastal terrestrial-shallow water gradient to investigate the biogeochemical C cycle in the shallow water zone. This includes the evaluation of benthic diatom biodiversity along such gradients.

**B3: Microbial life and the phosphorus cycle along the terrestrial to marine gradient**

Along the redox and salinity gradients from coastal peatlands into the Baltic Sea the size and biological availability of the different phosphorus pools are changing. However, the microbial influence on phosphorus cycling along the coastal ecosystem is not well understood. The topic aims for a comprehensive understanding of the dominating microbial processes and its controls.

**B4: Factors controlling transport and matter cycling at the sediment-water-interface**

We will document and investigate the effects of increasing bioturbation following the colonisation of former terrestrial peat/soils after inundation. Quantification of oxygen oxygenation of sediments and tracer exchange (fluid transport) will follow. We expect effects for microbial activity and diagenetics to depend both on environmental conditions and stress to the bioturbating organisms.

**B5: Bioenergetics-mediated effects of multiple stressors on marine bioturbators in shallow coastal ecosystems**

Our aim is to understand the interactive effects of multiple stressors on behavior, physiology and ecologically important of marine bioturbators (mollusks and polychaetes). The effects of stress-induced physiological and behavioral changes on ecologically important functional traits (bioirrigation and bioturbation) will be determined to develop a predictive bioenergetically-based model to assess the long-term population-level consequences of coping with multiple stressors in shallow water Baltic ecosystems.
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